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Next Meeting Date:

Zoom virtual meeting session starting at 6:30pm
on Thursday Feb112021; no physical meeting
AGENDA:

Continued discussion of your "offseason" bonsai
chores; many virtual events, BBS member survey

President’s Message
If you are anything like me, you are starting to get
tired of this erractic winter weather, particularly
with the "fresh" stretch of extremely cold weather
we have coming up in Wisconsin ... and this will
surely delay our bonsai tree work — but it sure
makes you grateful of your wintering strategies ...
I hope!
A couple more months and we should be back to
normal, at least as far as bonsai is concerned – are
you ready? — Wayne

February Online Meeting Agenda
The current plans for the Feb11th zoom meeting
includes: a welcometo and introduction of new
members and participants (prepare a brief bio and
background on your bonsia / personal interests);
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continued discussion of "offseason" bonsai
activities and tasks to prepare for the "coming
out" of your trees (see the Jan2021 newsletter for
many links about this topic, and prepare a list
some of the things you are doing); an overview of
virtual bonsai concepts and simulations (see more
details on pages 2 & 4), our usual door prizes;
and participantshares. In addition, we will also
review a summary of the feedback received from
the recent Membership Interest Survey (see page
2, What Do You Want for more details).
If anyone has other items for discussion, or
show / tell, please let Wayne know in advance, or
as you join the zoom meeting so that we can plan
to review in our meeting session – we will record
the zoom session, so be on your good behavior.

Bonsai Tasks (Jan / Feb)
Of the several links found in last month's
newsletter on offseason bonsai tasks, there were
a couple that highlighted monthly bonsai tasks
from locales similar to Wisconsin.
The Buffalo Bonsai Society of Williamsville –
New York, emphasized the importance of
planning activities in January with regard to
designs or design changes for each of your trees,
as well as selection of pots that you want to use
for any repottings and stylings that are coming up
in spring; and in February readying for the
upcoming spring repotting activities (pots cleaned

and wired, soils mixed and screened), and
continued monitoring for watering needs and any
pests that are present on your stored trees.
They also emphasized a caution:
"Towards the end of the month you may be
tempted to bring your bonsai out of storage.
Be cautious! Those that have been stored in
subdued light should be allowed a gradual
transition to full outdoor exposure. Many of us
follow a practice of moving bonsai outside
during warm days and back inside at night or
when temperatures dictate."
Sumo Bonsai (of southernMinnesota) indicates
important monthly tasks for January and February
are: continued monitoring for moisture needs and
pests, keeping pots cleaned up to prevent mold
and fungus.
January is a good time to study your trees and
plan for changes, making a lot of sketches, and
studying tree concepts in books (or on the
internet, or discuss with bonsai friends) to guide
your styling and potting decisions; prepare your
pots and soils for later spring repotting; and
clean / sharpen your tools. Also check trees
carefully for any past wiring that may need to be
removed prior to the spring growth.
February is the month to make sure that you are
all ready for the repottings: soils mixed, pots
readied, repotting area organized and ready to go,
stocked up on fertilizers, and any other supplies
readied or ordered and on the way. Continue to
monitor trees for watering needs, and still protect
trees from freezing winds and shelter from heavy
snowfalls and rains. Check carefully for drying of
trees, but still keep the trees in storage.
So what do you think? How has your offseason
bonsai tasks progressed?
Is there anything
special that you have done that you have a proven
track record of success (or even failure), or
anything that is particularly important for any
specific tree species. Let us know!

to capture your "mindseye", sketchings will
continue to be an important tool for any serious
bonsai enthuiast.
Perhaps one of the best known references of the
important of sketching is that as employed by
John Naka in his designs and discussions. Some
excellent resources by John Naka are: Bonsai
Techniques I and Bonsai Technique II ... though
these books might be hard to find now; and the
more readily available John Naka Sketchbook,
shown here from Stone Lanern, contains nearly
100 bonsai drawings that showcase Master Naka's
artistic talent and ... also provide simple examples
of a technique you can use to improve your own
bonsai trees.

Sketching Trees ...

Congratulations to Karl (4x6 chinese glazed pot)
as the winner of our January door prize. How this
works is explained in the Oct2020 newsletters.
Remember we DO NOT deliver.

As we talked about offseason planning, drawings
and sketchings of your trees has been mentioned
as an importantly planning tool. Until we are able

Note that a portion of
proceeds from the Stone
Lantern sale of this product
is given to the National
Bonsai Foundation. Your
purchase helps to support
the first and finest public
bonsai museum in the
world: the awardwinning National Bonsai &
Penjing Museum.

What Do You Want ... ?
I would like to thank BBS members creating our
Membership Interest Survey. BBS members
received this survey via email in earlyFeb.
Member response has been very good. We expect
to have a summary of the survey responses for
review at the Feb11th zoom meeting ... and hope
to use this information to help guide activities
and participation in the upcoming years.
check out the BONSAI WIRE Podcasts
from bonsai artists Jonas Dupuich, John Eads,
Michael Hagedorn, and Andrew Robson

Door Prizes
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Other Shows and Conventions or Societies:
Due to the current COVID19 situation ... check
out the individual websites for current status.
As 2021 moves forward, we hope that planned or
canceled events will be getting back on track.

US National Exhibition
Sep 11 – 12, 2021 East Rochester, NY
Join people from around the world for the U.S.
National Bonsai Exhibition, where over 200 of the
finest bonsai in the world will be on display.

San Antonio Bonsia Society Convention
Apr 28 – May 1, 2022 San Antonio, TX
VISION 2020 (Take 2 in 2022)
MABA/Milwaukee 202One Refocus
With some health experts saying the country
could be grappling with the pandemic for the rest
of 2021, we decided to postpone until 2022.
Currently we are working with artist, vendors and
the hotel for a date in June of 2022. Milwaukee,WI

Your Saver ...
At our Jan2021 meeting, RonF (of Ancient Arts
Bonsai in OconomowocWI) presented his "your
saver"; a Littleleaf Linden (Tilia cordata) that
Ron acquired in 1999 holds that special place
because of his years of ongoing development of
this tree. Ron showed many pictures of the tree's
development over the years. Our best wishes for
Ron and his continuing plans for this outstanding
bonsai.

Tentative 2021 Calendar for
Badger Bonsai Society meeting & events:
(date is 2nd Thursday unless noted differently below)

Feb11  Zoom Virtual meeting – but no physical
meeting at Olbrich
Mar11  Zoom meeting, topics TBD
While nothing has been determined yet, let's all
hope that after March we are able to have
meetings back at Olbrich again ... !!!
If not, we will continue with Zoom Meetings.
Spring2021  juniper dig event
Apr8  TBD
May13  TBD
May 15 to 16, 2021  Badger Bonsai Society
Annual Show at Olbrich Gardens
Jun10  TBD
Jul8  TBD
July2021  membership picnic ... ???

Zoom Tech Requirements
For our Zoom virtual sessions, all you will need
to participate is to join the zoom meeting session
and the zoom web client will be installed. You
will be able to see video feeds, audio and shared
computer screens. If you want to present a live
video feed you need a webcam. If you want to
speak for all to hear, you will need a microphone
for your computer, or have used a dial in phone
number for the audio connection. If you would
like to "practice" zooming ... contact Wayne.
Some Recent Links of Interest
• Sumo Bonsai Supply (southernMinnesota)
interesting multiyear tree progressions

our website: badgerbonsai.net

Ancient Arts Bonsai
Full Line Supplier of All Your Bonsai Needs
Tools, Wire (Aluminum & Copper), Pots, Fertilizers
Soils – Akadama, Lava, Pumice, Kanuma, Blends
Trees – Tropical, Deciduous, Conifers, Evergreens
Services – Lessons, Consults, Repotting, Wiring,
Boarding
See our updated Website aabonsai.com
Email – aabonsai@charter.net
Phone – 2624908733
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Recap: Outdoor Bonsai Displays ...
At our Jan2021 meeting, Tim O'R gave an
overview of his concepts and construction of
exterior display benches and platforms for his
bonsai trees.
Thank you Tim for sharing your experiences.
A sidenote: Tim indicates that most of his
trees are wintering underneath tarping that is
"tentedover" his display benches.

Virtual Bonsai ...
With winter upon us, what better time for us
to explore other collections via the internet
(see the Huntington BonsaiAThon details to
the right), or to visualize your ideas for your
own trees, or explore guiding principles of
bonsai. As was mentioned previously and
highlighted in prior links about offseason
bonsai tasks, a great emphasis was on
planning how you envision working on your
trees once they come out in a few months. If you google virtual bonsai you can find several links about
simulation programs (see a few below to left) that let you manipulate and grow bonsai simulations –
usually allowing full 3D viewing. An alternate approach often described as a step up from drawing and
sketching, is to use image editting programs to mask off portions of images of your trees, or to clone or
move parts of the image around. Image editting programs are generally going to be limited to a single
2D view at a time ... but these can be of use as
well to play around with different ideas. And
course, there is the basic use of drawing
sketching – a good article here from Bonsai
Empire ... if you try any of these, let us know!
Here are a few links I have found that look to
have some potential for virtual bonsai
simulations ... no endorsements, I have not
tried any YET --- Wayne
http://www.nibonsai.co.uk/bonsai-knowledge/
creating-virtual-bonsai-2/
https://www.jfp.co.jp/bonsai_dl/
https://rocketfiles.com/windows/games/
simulation-games/go-bonsai
https://www.virtualbonsai.es/
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